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3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe
3 Roses. Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!3 Roses. Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!3 Roses. Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!3 Roses. Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!
A Rose is a Rose 3XA Rose is a Rose 3XA Rose is a Rose 3XA Rose is a Rose 3X

3 Roses Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!3 Roses Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!3 Roses Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!3 Roses Inspire, Inventing morning, noon and all night!
3 Roses to free Man and Women, brainstorming food Deb cooks best!3 Roses to free Man and Women, brainstorming food Deb cooks best!3 Roses to free Man and Women, brainstorming food Deb cooks best!3 Roses to free Man and Women, brainstorming food Deb cooks best!

3 Roses “Miracle Grow” to grow 3 new 2012 model inventions!3 Roses “Miracle Grow” to grow 3 new 2012 model inventions!3 Roses “Miracle Grow” to grow 3 new 2012 model inventions!3 Roses “Miracle Grow” to grow 3 new 2012 model inventions!
3 Roses we both planted talking about the ElectricWindmillCar!3 Roses we both planted talking about the ElectricWindmillCar!3 Roses we both planted talking about the ElectricWindmillCar!3 Roses we both planted talking about the ElectricWindmillCar!

3 Roses and Teddy the Cat3 Roses and Teddy the Cat3 Roses and Teddy the Cat3 Roses and Teddy the Cat
Cut off his balls!Cut off his balls!Cut off his balls!Cut off his balls!
3 Hormones invented by who?3 Hormones invented by who?3 Hormones invented by who?3 Hormones invented by who?

“Miracle Grow”! I told you many “Roses” stories“Miracle Grow”! I told you many “Roses” stories“Miracle Grow”! I told you many “Roses” stories“Miracle Grow”! I told you many “Roses” stories
FBI will not knock on your door, just Greg!FBI will not knock on your door, just Greg!FBI will not knock on your door, just Greg!FBI will not knock on your door, just Greg!

3 Roses we both planted talking about Teddy Kennedy...3 Roses we both planted talking about Teddy Kennedy...3 Roses we both planted talking about Teddy Kennedy...3 Roses we both planted talking about Teddy Kennedy...
3 Elite Roses to free Man and Women from “WW III” and killing each other!3 Elite Roses to free Man and Women from “WW III” and killing each other!3 Elite Roses to free Man and Women from “WW III” and killing each other!3 Elite Roses to free Man and Women from “WW III” and killing each other!
3 Hormones; cut off Teddy's balls!3 Hormones; cut off Teddy's balls!3 Hormones; cut off Teddy's balls!3 Hormones; cut off Teddy's balls!

10,000 Windmills on a Navy Ship that look like 3 spinning Roses 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Ship that look like 3 spinning Roses 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Ship that look like 3 spinning Roses 10,000 Windmills on a Navy Ship that look like 3 spinning Roses 
Cut off the balls of the ship builders who build war ships, for Windmill Ships!Cut off the balls of the ship builders who build war ships, for Windmill Ships!Cut off the balls of the ship builders who build war ships, for Windmill Ships!Cut off the balls of the ship builders who build war ships, for Windmill Ships!
Name the Windmill Ships, "Teddy The Cat" Meowing with no balls – grinName the Windmill Ships, "Teddy The Cat" Meowing with no balls – grinName the Windmill Ships, "Teddy The Cat" Meowing with no balls – grinName the Windmill Ships, "Teddy The Cat" Meowing with no balls – grin

JFK Super Air Craft Carrier being built today with no Windmills on deck!JFK Super Air Craft Carrier being built today with no Windmills on deck!JFK Super Air Craft Carrier being built today with no Windmills on deck!JFK Super Air Craft Carrier being built today with no Windmills on deck!
3 Rosie ideas we both planted at Key West3 Rosie ideas we both planted at Key West3 Rosie ideas we both planted at Key West3 Rosie ideas we both planted at Key West
3 Roses that let us make contact with Aliens and Our Orwellian Caesar!3 Roses that let us make contact with Aliens and Our Orwellian Caesar!3 Roses that let us make contact with Aliens and Our Orwellian Caesar!3 Roses that let us make contact with Aliens and Our Orwellian Caesar!

Caesars Rose GardenCaesars Rose GardenCaesars Rose GardenCaesars Rose Garden
I will write you a poem to go with these 3 Roses!I will write you a poem to go with these 3 Roses!I will write you a poem to go with these 3 Roses!I will write you a poem to go with these 3 Roses!

“Hit” on you, impress you with 3 Rosie inventions... “Hit” on you, impress you with 3 Rosie inventions... “Hit” on you, impress you with 3 Rosie inventions... “Hit” on you, impress you with 3 Rosie inventions... 
3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe
To Invent morning, noon and all night! With you!To Invent morning, noon and all night! With you!To Invent morning, noon and all night! With you!To Invent morning, noon and all night! With you!

We can recycle keyWest Guided Missile Destroyers $800 Million!We can recycle keyWest Guided Missile Destroyers $800 Million!We can recycle keyWest Guided Missile Destroyers $800 Million!We can recycle keyWest Guided Missile Destroyers $800 Million!
Smell the "inventing perfume" of your 3 roses from GregSmell the "inventing perfume" of your 3 roses from GregSmell the "inventing perfume" of your 3 roses from GregSmell the "inventing perfume" of your 3 roses from Greg

$80 perfume, cut off the Admirals cats balls, $800 million a ship!$80 perfume, cut off the Admirals cats balls, $800 million a ship!$80 perfume, cut off the Admirals cats balls, $800 million a ship!$80 perfume, cut off the Admirals cats balls, $800 million a ship!
$800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! $800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! $800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! $800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! 
99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 

3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe
$800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! $800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! $800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! $800 million on the sidewalk find! You get half! 
99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 99% inspiration perfune from Deb, goes to Gregs Brainstorming! 
3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe3 Roses in the Universe

Deb this is the poem I said I would write for you... GregDeb this is the poem I said I would write for you... GregDeb this is the poem I said I would write for you... GregDeb this is the poem I said I would write for you... Greg
To go along with the 3 rosesTo go along with the 3 rosesTo go along with the 3 rosesTo go along with the 3 roses

Greg BuellGreg BuellGreg BuellGreg Buell
Key WestKey WestKey WestKey West
6 Nov. 2011 10:33 pm 6 Nov. 2011 10:33 pm 6 Nov. 2011 10:33 pm 6 Nov. 2011 10:33 pm 


